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Summary

In the paper information is given on the new self-standing settlements in Hungary, with their formation and declaration of their names, as announced by the President of the Republic. In most cases cessation of unification resulted in the new situation. The decisions came into force in October 2006. In point 8. only the rank of the city changed to so-called town with county right (cities with over 50 000 inhabitants usually obtain this title). Point 9. lists a number of settlements that have been promoted to town right by the President.

1. **Decision of the President of Republic of Hungary № 103/2003.(VI. 25.)KE on declaration of the formation of village Ipolyszög**

   Upon the advice of the Minister of Internal Affairs I declare the settlement part Ipolyszög of town Balassagyarmat – with the cessation of the former unification – as village named Ipolyszög. The formation of Ipolyszög does not affect the town title of Balassagyarmat.

   This decision will come into force after its declaration on the day of the general election of local government.


   Ferenc Mádl, President of the Republic of Hungary
   Dr. Mónika Lamperth, Minister of Internal Affairs

2. **Decision of the President of Republic of Hungary № 104/2003.(VI.25.)KE on declaration of the formation of village Pári**

   I declare the settlement part Pári of town Tamási – with the cessation of the former unification – as village named Pári. The formation of Pári does not affect the town title of Tamási.

   This decision will come into force after its declaration on the day of the general election of local government.


   Ferenc Mádl, President of the Republic of Hungary
   Dr. Mónika Lamperth, Minister of Internal Affairs

3. **Decision of the President of Republic of Hungary № 113/2003.(VII.1.)KE on declaration of the formation of village Gibárt**

   I declare the settlement part Gibárt of town Encs – with the cessation of the former unification – as village named Gibárt. The formation of Gibárt does not affect the town title of Encs.

   This decision will come into force after its declaration on the day of the general election of local government.

   Budapest, 26 June 2003.

   Ferenc Mádl, President of the Republic of Hungary
   Dr. Mónika Lamperth, Minister of Internal Affairs
4. **Decision of the President of Republic of Hungary № No 114/2003.(VII.1.)KE on declaration of the formation of village Pálosvörösmarty**

Upon the advice of the Minister of Internal Affairs I declare the settlement part Pálosvörösmarty of village Abasăr with the cessation of the former unification – including the adjoining inhabited part of the settlement Rügottsár – as village named Pálosvörösmarty.

This decision will come into force after its declaration on the day of the general election of local government.

Budapest, 26 June 2003.

Ferenc Mádl, President of the Republic of Hungary
Dr. Mónika Lamperth, Minister of Internal Affairs

5. **Decision of the President of Republic of Hungary № 87/2005.(VI.29.)KE on declaration of the formation of village Kerekharaszt**

I declare the settlement part Kerekharaszt of town Hatvan – with the cessation of the former unification – as village named Kerekharaszt. The formation of Kerekharaszt does not affect the town title of Hatvan.

This decision will come into force after its declaration on the day of the general election of local government.


Ferenc Mádl, President of the Republic of Hungary
Dr. Mónika Lamperth, Minister of Internal Affairs

6. **Decision of the President of Republic of Hungary № 88/2005.(VI.29.)KE on declaration of the formation of village Monorierdő**

I declare the settlement part Monorierdő of town Monor as village named Monorierdő. The formation of Monorierdő does not affect the town title of Monor.

This decision will come into force after its declaration on the day of the general election of local government.


Ferenc Mádl, President of the Republic of Hungary
Dr. Mónika Lamperth, Minister of Internal Affairs
7. Decision of the President of Republic of Hungary N° 89/2005.(VI.29.)KE on declaration of the formation of village Somoskőújfalu

I declare the settlement part Somoskőújfalu of town with county's rights Salgótarján – with the cessation of the former unification – as village named Somoskőújfalu. The formation of Somoskőújfalu does not affect the town title of Salgótarján.

This decision will come into force after its declaration on the day of the general election of local government.


Ferenc Mádl, President of the Republic of Hungary
Dr. Mónika Lamperth, Minister of Internal Affairs

8. Decision No. 82/2005. (XI. 10.) OGY of the National Assembly on confirmation title of town with county rights to city Érd*

1. The Hungarian Parliament upon the request of the representative body of the local representatives in city Érd and based on the first section of paragraph 61 of the Law on local governments confer the city of Érd the title of town with county rights.

2. This decision will be in force as from as from the first day of fixing the forthcoming local general elections.

László Mandur
Deputy Speaker of the National Assembly

Dr. Zoltán Kis
Notary of the National Assembly

András Pettkó
Notary of the National Assembly

* The above decision had been passed by the National Assembly on the session day of November 7, 2005.
9.

Decision Nº 85/2005.(VI.29.)KE of the President of the Republic of Hungary on confirmation of town title

1. Upon the advise of the Minister of Internal Affairs I confer town title to the following large villages in

a) county Békés
Csorvás,

b) county Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén
Pálláza,

c) county Csongrád
Sándorfalva,

d) county Fejér
Martonvásár,

e) county Heves
Kiskőre,

f) county Jász-Nagykun-Szolnok
Abádszalók,

g) county Pest
Kistarcsa,
Ócsa,
Pilis,
Üllő,

h) county Somogy
Kadarkút,

i) county Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg
Kemecse,
Nyírlugos,
Nyírtelek,

j) county Vas
Őriszentpéter

2. This decision will be in force on the 1st of July, 2005.

Budapest, 28 June 2005.

Ferenc Mádl, President of the Republic of Hungary
Dr. Mónika Lamperth, Minister of Internal Affairs